APPLIED SIGNAL PROCESSING
Ideas Realized  △  Concepts Demonstrated  △  Solutions Delivered

Complete Solutions

CONSULTING
Define a Solution

FRAMEWORKS
Quickly Create a Solution

TOOLS
Refine and Validate a Solution

Acoustics
Active Noise & Vibration
HW Design
Patents & IP
Algorithm Development
Reference Designs
Software Libraries
Daughter Cards
Rapid Development Kits
LDX
Q-Smart CCS plug-in
Test & Monitor Applications (MATLAB, WINDOWS)

8x8 I/O (C54x C55x)
IDE/Compact Flash/FAT32 (C55x C67x)
IDE Stereo Hard Drive Recorder (C55x)
Boot Loader Applet (C54x C55x)
Vehicle Interface Card
IDE Hard Drive
Power Supply
Active Sound and Vibration Control
DVE
Stereo Hard Drive Recorder
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